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The Image of Fairfield

Jean Harris lectures on
Rev. Tracy speaks
" Crime Can Begin in the Crib"
at Mooney Lecture
Nicole Rivard
Campus Life Editor

"Most people don't
realize criminals never had the
opportunity to acquire socially
learned behaviors. You think
one way and you think criminals
think the same way, that they
had the same good coaching
that taught you your values,"
said Jean Harris, noted author
and prison reform advocate.
Harris's
lecture,
"Crime Can Begin in the Crib",
was held on Tuesday at the
Quick Center. Harris had spent
12 years of her own life
following a lengthy trial in
which she was found
responsible for the death of
Herman Tarnower, M.D. Harris
claimed that she had intended to
kill herself, not Tarnower, after
suffering emotional degradation
during their 14 year romance
which ended when he rejected
her for his much younger
medical assistant. She found out
just hours before undergoing
quadruple bypass surgery in
1993 that she had been granted
early parole by Mario Cuomo
because of her failing health
and remarkable work she had
done while serving time.
Her life has been full
of ups and downs but Harris

Chase Martin
Staff Writer

prefers to focus on the ups. In
prison, she decided to make
herself useful and not waste time.
She devoted herself to teaching
parenting skills to young
mothers among the inmates at
the women's correctional facility
in Bedford Hills, N.Y. She also
became an advocate for children
whose mothers are serving time.
These topics were touched upon
in her lecture with particular
emphasis on the value of
nurturing during a child's early
years; a more preventative than
curative approach.
"Many perpetrators
feel no remorse. Because no one
has cared for them, they care for
no one. It's part of a process that
begins in early childhood,"
Harris said.

Harris said most
criminals don't spend every
hour of their lives committing
crimes.
Their
poverty
distinguishes their lives from
the lives of other people.
Therefore crime is a social
problem.
Harris also said the
gap between the rich and the
poor is widening mainly
because of education. "There is
no level of subsistence for poor
uneducated young people," she
said.
Harris hopes we will
not let the wheels of progress
run over certain members of
society, and helping children is
crucial because what happens
during childhood affects the rest
of their life.

Parents' Weekend a success
Kristin Sullivan
Staff Writer
Parents' Weekend,
the weekend recognized every
autumn to familiarize families
with college life at Fairfield,
was held this past weekend.
Thousands of parents came to
campus to participate in the
festivities. According to Susan Olsen, the co-ordinator of
many activities for Parents'
Weekend, "Everything was
great. Things went very
smoothly, especially dv luncheon."
The weekend officially began on Saturday morning, when the Rev. Aloysius P.
Kelley S.J., University President, gave his President's Address at 10 a.m. in the Oak
Room. After Kelley welcomed
the students and their families,
academic sessions were held
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on campus to acquaint parents'
and students with the various
programs and activities that are
available at the University. Parents and students had the opportunity to meet with professors
and department heads to discuss
areas of study.
In the afternoon, a luncheon was held for students and
their families in the Barone Campus Center Dining Hall. Following the luncheon, students were
invited to spend some free time
with their families, showing them
around campus.
At4 p.m. Kelley served
the Parents' Weekend Mass in
Alumni Hall for the students and
their families. The Mass included a performance of the Glee
Club and Chamber singers.
Events for the evening
occurred in the Quick Center
with entertainment by comedian
Tom Parks. In the Oak Room,

hypnotist Russ Burgeouss performed.
At 10:30 p.m., parents
and students gathered in Alumni
Hall for Fairfield's first celebration of Midnight Madness. Midnight Madness inaugurated the
start of the basketball seasons
for the Stags and the Lady Stags.
On Sunday, students
and their families had brunch in
the Barone Campus Center Dining Hal! Afterwards, they enjoyed the sounds of the Fairfield
University Glee Club and Chamber singers. Following the concert, students were inducted into
Alpha Sigma Nu, the National
Jesuit Honor Society.
The events planned for
Parents' Weekend proved successful. Since so many families
came to Parents' Weekend and
the activities were so extensive,
"this Parents' Weekend was the
best yet," Olsen said-
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Distinguished
theologian, the Rev. David
Tracy, STD, will deliver a
speech about "God and
Tragedy" tonight at 8 p.m. in
the Kelley Theater of the
Regina A. Quick Center for
the Performing Arts.
A
member of the Diocese of
Bridgeport, Tracy's speech
is free of charge and open to
the public.
The lecture honors
the memory of the late
Christopher J. Mooney, S.J.,
Fairfield
University's
academic vice president,
1980-87, and Professor of
Religious Studies, 1980-93.
Father Tracy's
books and lectures are known
throughout the world.
Holding a licentiate and
doctorate degree in sacred
theology from the Gregorian
University in Rome, he is
now a professor of Theology
at the Divinity School at the
University of Chicago and
the Andrew Thomas Greeley
and Grace McNichols Greely
Distinguished
Service
Professor of Catholic Studies.
He also taught at Catholic
University of America
located in Washington D.C.
A past president of
the Catholic Theological
Society of America, Tracy's
many accomplishments
include writing books such
as "The Achievement of
Bernard Lonergan," "The
Analogical Imagination:
Christian Theology and the
Culture of Pluralism,"
"Blesses Race for Order,"
"Dialogue with the Other:
The Interreligious Dialogue,"
and
"Plurality
and
Ambiguity: Hermenutics,
Religion, Hope."
With Hans Kung
and Johann Baptist Metz, he
co-edited "Towards Vatican
III: The Work That Needs To
Be Done." He also co-edited
another book entitled "The
Challenge of Psychology to
Theology" with Steven
Kepnes.
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He also has lectured
at learning institutions
throughout the world, in cities
such as Beijing, Dublin,
Geneva, and Rome. Here in
the United States, Fairfield
University welcomes Tracy,
as he has also spoken at
Boston College, Catholic
University of America,
Harvard, Notre Dame,
Princeton
Theological
Seminary, St. John's at
Collegeville, and Yale. He
has been featured as a cover
story in The New York Times
Magazine.
This will be the
second annual Christopher j.
Mooney lecture in Theology,
Religion, and Society, a series
sponsored by Fairfield
University's Department of
Religious Studies and Office
of the Academic Vice
President.
A former colleague
of Mooney, Dr. John E. Thiel,
describes him as an "eminent
theologian." With a degree
from the Catholic University
of Paris Law, Mooney had
been the author of many
books. Towards the end of
his life he withdrew from
issues of law and religion •
Mooney went back to his
early interests in religion and
the natural sciences.
At the time of his
death, his final book,
"Theology and Scientific
Knowledge:
Changing
Models of God's Presence in
the >Vorld' w>u almost
complete. : i'icl, IOW chair
of the Religious Studies
Department, put together the
finishing touches of the book,
which will be available in the
spring of 1996.
His book includes a
foreword by Thiel, anc an
afterword by Margarei /-*.
Farley, Mooney's closest
friend, and currently a
professor of Ethics at the Yale
Divinity School.
Farley was the
speaker at the first annual
Christopher J. Mooney
Lecture in Theology.
Religion, and Society.
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Campus Beat
Christine Hamel
News Editor

Cheers

The Fairfield Mirror

Boos

. On October 11, security found a small bag containing marijuana and
nitric oxide on the grounds near Bellarmine Hall.
. Several underage students have been taken either to the Health Center or
to St. Vincent's Hospital. The reports have been sent to the judicial board.
. There was a hatc-isment call from Dolan Hall. The harassment
written on a community poster was non sexual, non bias.
. There was an unwanted guest at the i bwnhouses on October 15. The
guest was a student who lived off campus and was banging on doors. The student
was escorted off campus. The report has been sent to the judicial board.
. There was a threatening phone call to a student in Regis Hall. The call
was from an ex-friend.
*"
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Campus Crier
Tonight at 8 p.m. in the Kelley Theatre, the Second
Annual Christopher J. Mooney Lecture will take place. Fr.
Tracy will speak on "God and Tragedy."
Also tonight at 8 p.m., see DJ Nathan Nunez in the Levee
sponsored by UNITE.
At 8 p.m. Friday, see Comedian Jeff Dunham & Peanut.
Tickets are $5 for students, $8 for University community.
At 2 p.m. on Saturday , there will be a short film premiere
"Festival of Dreams" at the Quick Center.
From 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Saturday, dance the night away at
Hollywood Harvest Dance in Alumni Hall. Tickets are
$12.50 a person.
On Tuesday, the Olin Lecture Series on Responsible Care:
Up to the Ethical Challenge will take place in the Oak
Room at 8 p.m.
The AHANA Student Achievement Dinner will be held
ay 6 p.m. Wednesday in the Oak Room.

Classifieds
Wanted Mother's Helper
Flexible Hours, 2-3 mornings a week for 3 to 4 hours per day. Child care,
light house cleaning. Must be available for one weekend evening. Please call 2593530.
Make Money
Student Travel representatives wanted to sell and market winter getaway
weekends, ski vacations, motorcoach tours, and spring break. We have the hottest
spring break and ski destinations available. Highest commissions paid, travel for free
earn cash. Call 718-631-3958 or 800-345-5021.
ATTENTION SCREENWRITERS: Former Hollywood development
executive living in Westport will analyze your script for plot, structure, and commercial viability. All inquiries are strictly confidential. Call Jennifer at (203) 221-8248.
SPRING BREAK! TRAVEL FREE with SunSplash Tours. Highest
commissions paid, at Lowest prices. Campus representatives wanted to Sell reliable
tours. Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, and Padre. RATES & INFORMATION
1-800-426-7710.
*** FREE TRIPS & CASH!*** .
Find out how hundreds of students are already earning FREE TRIPS and
LOTS OF CASH with America's #1 Spring Break company! Sell only 15 trips and
travel free! Choose Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, or Florida! CALL NOW! TAKE A
BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 95-BREAK!
JOIN COLLEGE TOURS SPRING BREAK'96
Join thousands of students in Cancun or Jamaica! Call today to reserve your spot on
the beach. Better yet, organize a small group and travel FREE and earn cash. We
have 28 yrs. experience and the best party package on location. Organizations
welcome, group discounts and other destinations available. 1 -800-959- 4 SUN
Wanted!!!
Individuals, Student Organizations to Promote SPRING BREAK. Earn MONEY and
FREE TRIPS. CALL INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS.
http://www.icpt.com
1-800-327-6013

to Nadia "Happy Birthday!".,
to prank calls that turn into friendships.,
to cider and gasps at 4 a.m. .. to Frank
"Meow" and "I tawt I taw a puddy tat!".,
to Gonzaga 1 ladies - (smile)., to the
cutest nicest guy on campus - the RA on
Campion 3.. to Parents' Weekend at
Tommy's., to 3 hours of open bar at
Tommy'sfor Parents'Weekend., to great
parents., to great friends., to
"Celebration," "The Limbo," "New York
- New York," "9 to 5" - We're "Moing,"
"Build Me Up Buttercup" - Where's
Shannon?., to a three year "relationship"
that ended but might be able to be a great
"friendship"., to roommates who
remember your birthday Thanks H.M...
to the Fishbowl - especially Jen and
Pilar.. to #13, the sexiest girl on the Field
Hockey team! ..to Lizards named Zep..to
the 4 Musketeers and the "Caddyshack
Band"..to "I got a man!"..to your best
friends finally getting together - it's about
time..to wonderful parents that take you
out to eat twicc.to Harvest..to set ups..to
awesome weekend plans..to guys who
pick up grass off your rug..to.late night
coffee., to hell weeks being over..to
getting stories early..to Nichole for
dealing with the Mirror and for her
support - thanks! to the Viper..to
randomness..to friends who try to hook
you' up..to the Glee Club-you are all
awesome..to meeting the family..to
getting dates for Harvest..to making
people cringe., to hearing from old
friends..to chocolate ice cream..to the
Kostka 1 connection and "Brass
Monkey"..to housemates offering to take
the trash out - we know you have ulterior
motives..to housemates who monitor
the TP supply..to the cool guys in 31 thanks for the muffins..to "Dave," "Max,"
and "Babar"..to karate forms outside in
the pouring rain..to a spiny little kitty
named Denver..to pumpkins and
pumpkin pie and plaid..to Gonzo, S.R.
and K-Tay for sticking by me when Yason
didn't - I love you guys..to the "old
ladies" in Kostka - good weekend..to
table dancing at 3:30 am- totally..to the
Lady Stags-good show!..to having our
table back at lunch, .to Tom C. who helped
WVOF in a pinch, .to Chris and awesome
birthdays even on Friday the 13th..to the
R. A. on Loyola 3 North..to brothers who
are friends and friends who are
brothers..to the Levee and darts..to
writing cheers in the restroom..to a great
friendship with Saul, the legendary
morning voice of WVOF.. to Happy 20th
Jeremy!., to Mortal Kombat.. to Trivial
Pursuit and Crazy 8's.. to having the date
of your dreams take you to Harvest., to
Gonzaga staff meetings at Pi zzeriaUno...
to Eileen for remembering my running
race on Sunday., to the Good Samaritan
on Gonzaga 3.. to the endless smiles on
Gonzaga 1.. to Leron on Gonzaga 2.. to
beautiful parents from Gonzaga ground
up - we are the Home of the Happy
People., to Blue Eyes., to gutsy guys you know who you are., to telling off ex
boyfriends...to interesting window talks..

to people who urinate on their
friend's leg..to being singlc.to obvious
flirts..to long distance visitors - call
before arriving..to ESPers - get the
message..to waking up early on
weekends..to chaos..to not. getting
soaked from leaving the Levee..to
running out of thoughts..to not hooking
up yet..to teases..to interrupters..to
always being sleepy..to papers..to
overpriced items..to no good parties on
Friday night..to sinus pain..to rain..to
freaks that introduce themselves..to
killing the joke..to sheep jokes..to
cowards..to loud neighbors..to Harvest
leeches..to
being
publicly
embarrassed..to labs that close early..to
phones that die..to belated voice
messages..to having boos..to Ugly Girl,
I want to kick you in the facc.to the off
campus lotto..to Shaggy "zoiks"..to
scary boys at work..to NEUMAN..to
labeled bananas..to constantly hearing
about friends and non-existent sex lifc.to
the destruction of the temple..to the
guys in 31 who never made us dinner..to
the "beauty" of being a woman., to
housemates that never clean and their
girlfriends that never leave..to touchy
feely people..to losing bets in Beirut you stink... to wet stufffed animal
makers., to not knowing what you could
have - open up your eyes., to going
home and missing a great weekend on
campus., to random people wanting to
get together., to not goingto parties this
weekend., to dead Friday nights., to
ignorance., to odd attention from
unwanted people., to uncomfortable
wrists rests., to blonde jokes., to stupid
people calling claiming law suits., to
short stories., to annoying siblings., to
brats that try to take control of your
man., to people knocking at the worst
times., to the rain on Saturday night., to
all your housemates hooking up except
for you.. to the 80s party being a flop.. to
a senior guy who has no clue that you
like him., to people who can't figure out
when you try to flirt with them., to being
hung over on Saturday morning., to left
overs that stink up your frig., to spills in
the middle of the night and stepping in
it., to nasty bathrooms., to people who
throw up in the sink and don't tell
anyone., to loud music, to not having a
car., to having to walk., to losing stories..
to not being able to find anything in the
office., to not getting enough sleep., to
random tests., to hell weeks., to having
5 midterms in 5 days., to almost getting
in car accidents., to getting grass on
your carpet after vaccumming.. to having
to empty out the carpet sweeper., to
finding hair all over your room., to not
having a top 10 in., to not fitting in your
favorite dress, to having to find shoes.,
to not having enough hours in the day...
to stress., to printers that act weird when
they jam., to eating on campus., to
losing your keys., to being locked out.,
to not getting your package..to people
who back out on $13 bets..tohaving to
do rx'rn.'work over Harvest weekend..
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Honor students inducted
into Alpha Sigma Nu
Kristen Sullivan
Staff Writer
Alpha Sigma Nu,
the national Jesuit Honor
Society, inducted 23
Fairfield students as new
members on Sunday. The
induction took place at 3 p.m.
in the Quick Center in the
presence of faculty, family,
and friends.
To be considered •
for acceptance into the
distinguished honor society,
students must rank within
the top 15% of their class,
and
demonstrate
a
commitment to help others through
service deeds and extracurricular
activities. Students are accepted on the
basis of scholarship, loyalty, and service.
They must submit an essay explaining
their commitment to values and their
desire to promote the Jesuit ideal.
Serving as the faculty advisor
of Alpha Sigma Nu is the Executive
Assistant to the President, Father Charles
Allen.
In addition to
inducting
students as members, the honor society
inducted four honorary members. These
honorary members included Dr. Orirt
Grossman, dean of Arts and Sciences;
Father Albert Reddy, associate professor
of English; Dr. Julius Kuck; and Carolyn

Rusiackas, assistant University
Chaplain. Father Simon Harak,

professor of Religious Studies, and
Teacher of the Year at Fairfield University,
presented a speech during thr ceremony.
The members inducted into
Alpha Sigma Nu for 1995-1996 are as
follows: Marion Barone; Stephen Borla;
Anthony Chatelain; Julie Charsky,
treasurer; Daniel Cook; Nancy Diconza;
Christine Donzella; Jessica Flaherty;
Sherry Gilbert; John Guszkowski; Kurt
Hackbarth; Mark Hogan, vice president;
Elizabeth Hughes; Bridget Lombard;
Stacey Mica; Sally Piervincenti; Mark
Potter, Mark Reed; Kristin Schweizer,
secretary; Gustave Sentementes; BethAnn
Shultz, president; Ellen Taylor, and
Jeaneen Terrio.
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McGee becomes director
of Economic Initiatives
JoAnn Gometz
.Staff Writer
Joseph
McGee,
Connecticut's former commissioner
of economic development, has joined
the staff of Fairfield University in the
newly created position of director for
economic initiatives, University
President Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley,
S.J. announced recently.
McGee will be associated
with both the University Advancement
Division and the School of Continuing
Education. He will be assisting the
University in the areas of government
grants, corporate fundraising, and
public policy, as well as developing
new clients and programs for the
Management Training Institute. In
addition, he will be exploring added
possibilities for the use of the campus
during the summer months.
From 1991 to 1994, McGee
was commissioner of the Connecticut
State's Department of Economic
Development. He was also chairman
of the Commission on Business
Opportunities
and
Defense
Diversification, chairman of the
Connecticut Development Authority,
and chairman of Connecticut
Innovations Inc..
Connecticut Innovations
Inc. is involved in state investments,

funding for University research and
technology, and the creation of a
statewide manufacturing extension
service.
From 1978 to 1991, McGee
worked for People's Bank as director
of economic development, vice
president for commercial lending.
Also, he was vice president and project
executive for the construction of the
bank's corporate center and for the
rehabilitation of the Barnum Museum
in downtown Bridgeport. Prior to
joining the bank, McGee spent seven
years as staff director for Congressman
Stewart McKinney.
A a resident of Fairfield,
McGee has served as moderator of the
Fairfield Representative Town
Meeting. McGee has been chairman
of the Board of Trustees of the YWCA
in Bridgeport, and chairman of the
Effective Government Committee of
Fairfield 2000.
He also served on the board
of Connecticut Trust for Historic
Preservation, the Bridgeport
Downtown Council, and the Bridgeport
East Main Street Merchants'
Revitalization Committee.
McGee holds a bachelor of
arts degree from Our Lady of the Angels
Seminary in Albany. He performed
graduate work at St. John's University
in New York, where he was a graduate
assistant to the University president.

ATTENTION READERS:
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FREE OANDWldH

I FREE LUNCH SANDWICH WITH A PURCHASE OF ANOTHER|
■
LUNCH SANDWICH OF GREATER OR EQUAL PRICE.
■ NOT AVAILABLE WITH ANY OTHER COUPON OR SPECIAL
|
OFFER. EXPIRES 10/31/95. BAGELZ OF FAIRFIELD.

*F&EE COFFEE £ BAGEL £ WITH
CREAM CHEEGE
■
PURCHASE A BAGEL WITH CREAM CHEESE & A SMALL
■
■

COFFEE RECEIVE ANOTHER ONE FREE OF EQUAL OR LESSER
PRICE. NOT AVAILABLE WITH ANY OTHER COUPON OR
SPECIAL OFFER. EXPIRES 10/31/95. BAGELZ OF FAIRFIELD.

2074 BLACK ROCK TNPK. • FAIRFIELD • 368-6568
ACROSS FROM EDWARD'S SUPERMARKET

Give someone a trick or a
treat with a Cheer & a
Boo. All cheers and boos
are due Sunday night to
the Mirror office or Box
AA. Nothing says Happy
Halloween any other way!
Enlightened Readings
11 blocks from campus.
We are all dearly loved and keenly observed from
beyond. The choices we make affect our future and
impact the lives of those around us. If you are seeking a
direction in life or have specific questions, share your
concerns, please.
/C\^^
Call Kathleen at (203) 367-3252.
Student discount with this ad.
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Nursing students give
flu shots to local areas
Kristen Finello
StaffWriter
During the months of October
and November, Fairfield University
nursing students are helping to promote
good health in the local community.
Approximately 80 nursing students are
working with members of the
community
to
provide
flu
immunizations as well as blood pressure
and cholesterol screening to residents
of Fairfield County. The nursing
students are participating in these clinics
under the supervision of Dr. Dee
Coover, Fairfield University professor
of nursing and director of the
Bridgeport-based Fairfield University
Health Promotion Center. According
to one senior nursing major, a week of
work at the clinic is one component of
a six week required rotation.
Flu immunizations are being
administered at 11 different sites
including churches, schools, and
supermarkets in Greens Farms,
Bridgeport, Westport, Southport,
Fairfield, Monroe, and Norwalk. The
immunization program is being run in
cooperation with United Homecare of
the local Visiting Nurse Association.
The cost of the flu immunization is $ 10
per person. No appointment is
necessary. However, the vaccination

is being offered free of charge at the
Gary Crooks Center in Bridgeport
where the cost is subsidized by the
Save the Children Foundation.
Dr. Coover noted that many
people may choose to receive the flu
vaccine in order to ward off the three
major strains of flu identified by the
Center for Disease Control. People
with asthma, diabetes, heart problems
and any chronic illness are encouraged
to receive the vaccination.
The nursing students will also
be offering free blood pressure and
cholesterol screenings at five locations
in Bridgeport. Dr. Coover explained
that because of increased incidence of
high blood pressure in Spanish and
African-American communities, it is
especially important for those groups
to take advantage of the screening
program.
Coover pointed out that it
gives students wonderful experience in
serving a culturally diverse population
and sensitizes them to thevarying needs
and expectations of people from all
walks of life.
The nursing students also plan
to take part in the American Cancer
Society's Walkathon on October 22 at
Sherwood Island in observance of
Breast Cancer Awareness month. If
yoiu would like to join in the walkathon
or sponsor a nursing major, please
contact Coover at ext. 2718.

Women's Self Defense and Rape
Prevention
Wednesday, November 1 from 7-9 p.m. in the Oak Room.
Class space is limited to the first 50 women to call security at ext.
4090 or 254-4090 from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday to Friday to
reserve a spot. Please wear comfortable clothing and footwear.
The seminar is free and open to the public.
The seminar will teach you the proper way to get to your car, shop,
walk, and avoid dangerous situations. 1 ips on how to use vnur
voice as a weapon, to say NO and mean it, and t<
defend yourself against bodily harm without using power will also
Vbe included.
y

FRIENDS OF NYSELIUS LIBRARY
HOSTS BOOK DISCUSSION
Dr. Leo O'Connor, director of the American Studies
program at ^airfield University will conduct a roundtable
discussion of F. Scott Fitzgeralds's classsic "The Great
Gatsby," on Sunday, November 19 at 2 p.m. in the Nyselius
Library.
This discussion is part of a series of events that is
hosted by Friends of the Nyselius Library. The organization
was conceived two years ago through the efforts of David
Jewitt, the chairperson, Brian Dunn, a 1963 gradaute, Dr.
Dorris Lippman, professor of nursing, and Janine Salvey,
class of 1976. Nancy Ptovondra, University librarian,
serves as coordinator and advisor to the Friends. Their
mission is to provide intellectually stirring meetings for the
entire community of Fairfield.
For more information on the Friends of Nyselius
Library, contact Librarian Nancy Ptovondra at (203) 2544044, Ext. 2183.

The Fairfield Mirror

BANNER program
unites departments
Christine Hamel
News Editor
The BANNER software was
introduced almost a year ago on campus to help serve in integrating administrative departments while decentralizing information.
"BANNER gives the University a comprehensive, fully integrated
administrative system that will track
the progress of a student essentially
from cradle to grave,"saic1 L William
Miles, vice president for administration.
Next year, BANNER will integrate all of the University's administrative computing systems and create a
seamless computer network that will
document a student's academic career
from admission to graduation and beyond.
"One of the byproducts of
BANNER is that people across departments communicate and work with each
other more often," Bob Russo, University registar, said. Russo chairs the
BANNER Implementation Committee.
Since last November, the
University's computers have gone
online. The departments that are online
are admission, registrar, bursar, residence life, and development, which includes alumni and financial aid. Next
year, human resources and finance will
join the network.
Prior to BANNER, departments had their own databases and did
not have the same current information.
BANNER integrates the individual databases into one database. The information will be automatically be available to another department.
"In the old system, if a student
came to change an address, we would
have to notify the Development Office
in order to update parents' address, and
the bursar to change the billing address.
The beauty of BANNER is that changes
are made automatically to everybody's
files. It's faster and you don't have to
worry about errors," Russo said.

BANNER also gives departments access electronically to information from other departments with the
given approval. All of those departments involved would benefit and be
even more effective. To access information in BANNER, a data request form
must be filled out and approved by a
supervisor and the department which ahs
the information. Request forms can be
obtained from a superivosr or Phyllis
Fitzpatrick, director of management information , at ext. 2774.
Instantaneous access to information not only aids other departments
but also results in student and faculty
satisfaction. All departments will benefit and be even more effective becaue of
BANNER. The bookstore can make
their book orders more efficient with the
knowledge of course enrollements and
cancellations. The Nyselius Library can
immediately confirm a student's registration without identification to loan
books. Campus Security can more effectively respond to pressing matters or
in an emergency. The registrar can tell
students why they cannot reigster for
courses if they owe money from last
semester. Faculty advisors can update a
student's academic record with a touch
of a button.
"Instantenous access to information is a big plus for customer service," Russo said.
Russo's office is presently in
the process of computerizing degree audits which indicate what courses students need to fullfill for graduation.
Russo expects the computerized degree
audits to be online by next Speptember.
"It's a big plus for students and faculty
advisors," Russo said.
BANNER increases productivity, its biggest impact will be ultimately
to help Fairifeld Univeristy stay competitive in attracting potential students.
"The University has to offer students
these services. We've really only just
begun. Now the challenge is getting the
community to use it," Russo said.
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Is stress making you
an insomniac? You are
not alone
Jeaneen Terrio
Managing Editor

You're stressed out. You're angry.
You're thinking and you can't stop. You're
tossing and turning. Finally you fall asleep
at 4.a.m. The alarm clock sounds. It's 7
a.m.- only three hours after you fell asleep.
It's time to get up and face the day. You may
not realize it, but you're going through
something that is more common than you
think. You're experiencing insomnia.

Insomnia affects every aspect of
life - work, family, school, and
responsibilities. Although many people only
think of it as a serious disease.its range of
effects can vary. Insomnia may mean those
sleepless months that lead you to see adoctor,
but it can also refer to that sleepless night or
two that can throw you off or throw your

Vitamins aren't
a substitute for
healthy eating
Jeaneen Terrio
Managing Editor

Vitamins and minerals keep our
hearts beating, protect us from disease, and
keep our bones strong. In fact, they are
necessary for almost every body function
from maintaining sustems to producing the
energy we need for everyday functions.
The body system is not able to produce
these vitamins and minerals, so it is up to
people to nourish their bodies with them.
Lately, "super" pills that claim to
provide all of the necessary vitamins and
minerals have been popping up everywhere.
Although these pills do have their benefits,
Michael Hambridge, professor of pediatrics
and director of the Center for Human
Nutrition at the University of Colorado
Health Center told the Connecticut Post,
"Foods provide important antioxidants that
we don't get from supplements."
Considering this, the best source
of vitamins and minerals is food. The body
can absorb and use nutrients in food more
easily than those in supplements. Also, foods
such as vegetables, grains, and fruits aid in
the absorption of nutrients. This is not to say
that supplements are a bad idea. They can

be taken along with a healthy diet, but shoulc
not be used as a substitute.
It is important to know whai
benefits different vitamins provide. Foi
example, vitamin A, found in fish and dark
green fruits and vegetables, helps maintair
organ tissue and bones. Fruit, broccoli, anc
potatoes are a good source of vitamin C
which raises resistance to disease and helps
blood clot. Antioxidants, (vitamins thai
eliminate excess oxygen in the body such a;
vitamin E and beta carotene seem to aid ir
preventing cancer. "I think its generall)
accepted that the benefits of antioxidants
can no longer be denied," said Tainan
Nelson, a dietician at the University ol
Colorodo. Keep in mind that too man)
vitamins and minerals can be harmful. Foi
example, excess amounts of vitamin A have
been known to cause liver failure, whicr
results in death. Also, too much iron can be
toxic, especially for men.
The debate goes on over how
vitamins and minerals really affect oui
bodies. More than likely, it will take years
for experts to know for sure the benefits anc
drawbacks of supplements. Therefore, focus
on a lifestyle of healthy eating, and don'i
overdo the supplements.

schedule out of whack. Sometimes it means
having trouble falling asleep or getting back
to sleep after an interruption.
Dr. Philip R. Westbrook, former
president of the American Sleep Disorders
Association, said that one hundred million
Americans have some type of sleep problem.
While 30% of these experience recurring
insomnia, other people may experience
different effects. Some include the inability
to fall asleep, falling asleep during the day
either intentionally or unintentionally,
sleepwalking, and much more. Out of these,
10 million see a doctor and 50 million take
some type of medication. Although doctors
successfully treat most problems, sleep
disorders are one of the least understood
medical problems of today.
While people of all ages suffer
from insomnia, very few are being treated
correctly, perhaps due to the fact that they
are not aware and are not being informed
correctly. Twenty years ago, not too much
was known about insomnia, but medical
advancements are allowing doctors to learn
the consequences. By knowing the symptoms
of the diferent types of insomnia, you can at
least get an idea of how serious your sleep
disorder is, or can become from the lack of
sleep.
Insomnia can be categorized as
transient (brought about by a certain event
and doesn't last long), which is usually the
result of stress or chronic(recurring over a
time period) which is caused by depression,
anxiety, overwork, stress, or alcohol and
drug abuse. Chronic insomniacs can suffer
for a long time without the proper diagnosis.
Modern research proves that
medication can have negative effects, or
become addictive. High doses of depressants
can cause physical dependence and
withdrawal symptoms if abrubtly
discontinued. They may also cause extreme
drowsiness and lack of mental awareness.
An accidental overdose of many of them
may be fatal, although medication is often
necessary to treat chronic insomnia, it is not
used often to treat transient insomnia.
Transient insomnia has been found
to be very common among college students.
Most cases are situational, meaning they
result from a specific incident or incidents
and can be corrected.
"Stress is a big factor in the lives of
college students," says Dr. Watson, head of
the New Haven Sleep Disorder Center.
"Students reset their biological clocks when
stressing or cramming for an exam and have
trouble readjusting them, but it is curable."
Dr. Watson cites a 1900 college
survey as proof that most college survey as
proof that most college students today get
about two hours less sleep than students who
attended college in the past did. He sees this
survey as a turning point, reflecting that
students over time have developed work and
"partying" patterns that can lead to insomnia.
"The causes are usually obvious to
the patient and include circumstances such
as work or school deadlines, interpersonal
conflicts, anticipation of major life changes,
and the death or illness of a loved one," says
Dr. Mark Giesecke, director of the Student
Health Psychiatric Service at the University
of Pennsylvania.
Besides stress, illness, injury, and
unsuitable sleeping conditions, "resetting
body clocks" (circadian rhythm shifts such

as all-nighters or night shirfts) is another
major cause of insomnia, as explained by
Dr. Watson.
The disorder related to circadian
rhythm shifts known as Delayed Sleep Phase
Syndrome is the major cause of chronic
insomnia in college students. After staying
up very late to study, students cannot readjust
their sleep cycles. The students find
themselves very tired during the day, and
then become alert at night. Attempts are
made to straighten out the patterns, and
when this cannot be achieved, frustration
and the dependency on "self-prescribed"
medication may result.
It is important for students who see
the problem becoming severe to seek help
rather than trying to deal with it themselves.
Lehigh University student Dawn Rosen, who
suffered from Delayed Sleep Phase
Syndrome, was able to correct her problem
after seeing a doctor.
"I was so stressed out that I began
to develop ;i sleep pattern of two to three
hours a nig'■•,' Kosen says.
An engineering major, Rosen
would sometimes spend 15 hours studying
for a thermodynamics test and by the time
she would get back to a semi-normal
schedule, it would be time for the next exam.
"It came to the point where the
only way I could get to sleep at all was to rely
on Nyquil," she says. "I was afraid it was
becoming an addiction."
Luckily, Rosen was able to correct
her patterns without medication. The doctor
put her on a schedule where she would go to
bed and rise at the same times, which
straightened out her pattern of sleep.
However, she knows that due to her busy,
stressful lifestyle, the possibility of
recurrence will always be there. She tries to
make the most out of her time to avoid this.
Although chronic insomnia is less
common in college students, it does occur.
According to the Journal of College Health,
a study revealed that over 50% of patients
between the ages of 18 and 29 diagnosed
with chronic insomnia turned out to be
depressed. The depression can last for
months, and is treatable, but if undiagnosed
itcan be fatal. Other causes include overdoses
of caffeine, and Delayed Sleep Phase
Syndrome (as discussed previously).
Whether you have some trouble
falling asleep every now and then or have
the sometimes severe symptoms of an
insomniac, it is important to realize how
important sleep is. According to Mark
Rosekind, researcher at NASA's Ames
Research Center in Mountain View,
California, research is proving that sleep is
vital to the body, like food and water.
"If you're sleepy and you ignore it
long enough, the need is so powerful, your
brain will shut down."
Researchers are discovering that
some other effects of lack of sleep are
problems that were never before connected
with insomnia. One such effect is overeating.
No one is exactly sure of the connection yet
(whether it is mental or physical), but food
is often used as a supplement when a person
does not get enough sleep. Also, the type of
overeating the researchers are referring to is
not just some late night snacking.
Physiologically, the fatigued body allows
the appetite to go unchecked.

(continued on page 5)
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Ethics and the Internet
College Press Service

Pornographic pictures smuggled
into the computers of a nuclear weapons lab
for national distribution; an MIT student
indicted for sharing more than $1 million in
copyrighted software; a $45,000 settlement
for alleged on-line harassment. These are
just a few examples of how the Internet,
once a tightly knit community of academics
and scientists, is colliding with the real world
or at least the virtual real world. With more
than 20 million people internationally with
access to the high-powered network and
campus life changing with every modem
connection, people are wondering just who's
patrolling the information superhighway.
One thing is clear-computers are
becoming more prevalent on campus. Two
years ago, when Andrew Wright came to
Harvard University, people still called each
other on the phone and sometimes met for a
cup of coffee. But with most of Harvard's
dorm rooms now on-line, Wright, who
interviewed more than 150 people for a
'"Crimson" series about computers on
campus, said things have changed. "The
computer network has become the students
center," he said.
Harvard isn't alone in it's
technological transformation, according to
Kenneth Green, director of the Technology,
Teaching, and Scholarship Project at the
University of Southern California. By the
end of 1993, 25 percent-or one in fourpublic four-year colleges provided computer
hook-ups and networks access in dorm
rooms. At private research institutions, 61
percent of the dorms are connected. At public
research institutions, 43 percent. That is a
dramatic increase since the project began an
annual survey five years ago, and it is a
growth curve Green expects to continue.
But if computers are becoming the
student center, it is often a loud profane and
sometimes criminal place with a code and
language all its own. Take, for instance,
"flaming," or purposely going on-line
specifically to rile other users by adopting
an opposing or obnoxious stance. Sometimes
flaming scenarios are elaborately
orchestrated with cohorts agreeing to start
an on-line argument just to suck others into
the fray. There's even an organization of
proud flamers who, among other things,
entered a discussion group of bereaved cat
owners to suggest portions of the feline
corpses make an interesting sexual diversion.
Such harassment, varying from
racial and sexual slurs to fradulent e-mail,
make up the bulk of on-line complaints,
such encounters may seem, at best, benignly

absurd until you're the person whose cat
has just died or perhaps the guy who misses
a crucial final exam because your e-mail
reported the date had been changed. A
professor at Texas A&M received death
threats in October after someone using his
password sent racially offensive e-mail to
college campuses in four states.
But other computer users are
already feeling off-line repercussions for
their on-line actions, including the
following examples:
Three women at Santa Rosa
Junior College received a settlement of
$15,000 each from the University after
claiming they were ridiculed and sexually
harassed during a campus controversy over
a swimwear store newspaper ad. The
bulletin board where the comments were
posted was closed.
*A student at the Massachusettes
Institute of Technology was indicted after
distributing $1 million in copyrighted
software through the Net and faces fines of
up to $250,000, plus time in a federal
prison.
*A student at Stephen F. Austen
University faced up to five years in prison
after pleading guilty to threatening on-line
to kill President Bill Clinton, his wife and
daughter. A University of Illinois student
also faces criminal charges after he
threatened the president in an e-mail
message.
The problem seems to be,
according to Deborah G. Johnson,
aprofessor at Rensslear Polytechnic
Institute and author of "Computer Ethics,"
that the anonymity of computer interaction
forums that they would never dream of
doing, say, in line at a grocery store. The
reason is simple. " You don't have people
stariing at you," Johnson said, "looking at
you in the eye."
G. Tom Milazzo, director of the
Geensboro College-based Datamaster
Center for Ethics in Technology, said many
people also don't automatically apply the
rules of society to the computer etiquette or
netiquette, because computer interaction has
long been presented as unreal. When you
blow away a bad guy on Nintendo, Milazzo
said, the police aren't at your door charging
you with murder. When you type an offensive
message into a computer, it's easy to forget
there is a real person out there reading it.
That cushion of computer indoctrination
helps keep society's rules at bay.
Johnson said that college students
now are getting in trouble on-line represent
the first generation of truly computer saavy
adults and the abuses, sometimes criminal
acts, they are committing involve issues
"that haven't quite existed before" and can
have real repercussions in broader society.
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their on-line actions have off-line
consequences, they generally cease. Only
two of nearly 300 complaints since April
1992 have been forwarded to the regulan
campus judicial review board. In all other
instances students were counseled about
their actions, sometimes more than once,
but eventually changed their behavior.
Wright, the Harvard student, agrees
that "it is not such malice as this is a brave
new world where there aren't any regulations,
and it is not always clear what is right and
what is wrong."
Harvard is working to clarify
through an ad hoc committee to deal witn
computer violations. The committee reviews
complaints to see which, if any, should be
forwarded to the campus judicial review
process, taking the policing authority out of
the computer department.
Milazzo, of the Datamaster Center
for Ethics in Technology, believes Harvard's
policy is more in line with meeting the
challenge and that MIT's method is
"optimistic." Most colleges, he said, have
yet to fully understand the impact or the
scope of the inappropriate conduct being
transmitted over their computer lines. He
said most large universities have standards
of ethics and behavior which can be translated
to the computerworld. The procedures
designed to enforce those policies
throughhout the campus community should
apply within the computer community. He
doesn't buy the idea that controlling the online activity is censorship.
"If you don't maintian some
measure of discipline, even from an
information perspective," he said, "you end
up with chaos."
Persistent problems, he said,
"should be very easliy dealt with by
eliminating the student from the network."
But Ben Schnederman, a professor
of computer science at the University of
Maryland, said people shouldn't overreact
to computer abuses or let the digressions of
a few overshadow the progress of many.
Computers have changed the way he teaches
his class and the way instructors anf students
are working together across the country, he
said. But, he said, people are always going to
break society's rules; it is just that "on the
computer there are some novel ways which
people can be unkind to one another. "

Insomnia (Cont'd from pg 5)
New studies also show that lack
of sleep can have a damaging effect on the
immune system.
"Levels of interleukin-1 known
to organize the immune system go up when
a person goes to sleep," says Harvey
Moldofsky, director of the University of
Toronto Center for sleep and
chronobiology.
A body that is intensely deprived
of sleep will be affected by this. Certain
immunological functions cannot take place,
therefore allowing for infections and low
resistence.
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The Santa Rosa controversy
resulted in the closing of bulletin boards
designated for male and female journalism
students. That angers Cynthia Dyer-Bennet,
editor of the "Oak Leaf," the student
newspaper where the controversial ad was
printed. "Obviously, it is better to have
kept discussions out of the realm of the
personal," she said. "But there are always
going to be people who don't have a grip."
" Censorship, which seems to be
endorsed by the $45,000 settlement, sets a
slippery slope," she said, echoing a concern
of many.
The question is how should these
abuses be handled. At many universities,
computer systems, managers, and technical
people overseeing computer networks, have
found themselves in the position of police
officer and purveyor of moral standards.
Organizations as diverse as the FBI and
individual university's judicial boards can
also end up involved.
"None of these are new issues,
it's just that they didn' t use to travel through
time and space as easily," said Greg A.
Jackson, director of computing at MIT.
Plus, he said, "sometimes when people are
faced with anything about a computer or a
network they suspend all their good
judgement."
It's unlikely, for example, that
many college freshmui would blatantly
oogle a Penthouse centerfold at arm's
length in the middle of the librarv But,
Jackson said, computer pornography being
reviewed at communal highly visible
library work stations was once a big problem
at his school. The answer to that high-tech,
although perhaps, low-brow, dilemma was
a little common sense. Computer monitors
took to asking eager eroticists what their
parents would think if they saw what they
were doing. Jackson said the number of
incidents dramatically declined.
He said that approach reflects
MIT's prevailing attitude "if you tell them
it's wrong they'll stop." Jackson said 90
percent of on-line abuses spring from
ignorance. (The remaining 10 percent is
split, he said, between those "disturbed in
some sense, and those actually intending
to cause harm.")
Jackson said an elaborate
educational program, known as "stop-ii JS
working. As students become aware Dial
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Another result of these new studies
is that a continual lack of sleep can accelerate
aging. It erodes the body's nightly attempts
to fight disease and repair damage. During
sleep, the body releases the growth hormone
HGH which is responsible for cell repair and
growth.
With all of these studies discovering
the consequences of not sleeping, it is
important to get enough restful sleep and ge'
help if you have a disorder. Not only are fh<
results, physical, but the effects can also b<
psychological. Lack of sleep affects ever
aspect of our lives.
According to Dr. Watson, "Th
only way to overcome sleeping problems i
to get up at the same time everyday. Fore
yourself to do so if necessary."
Timothy Monk, a research scienti
at the University of Pittsburg, also feels th
the most important thing is to maintain
constant schedule. However, that is n
always easy.
"The best way for anyone to sol
sleep problems is to go to bed and get up
the same time each night and wake up at
same time ever morning. However, ■

(continued on pg. 7)
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Take a ride along the information superhighway
Mark Fusco
Contributing Writer

With the Internet and electronic
mail becoming more popular and in
anticipation of the so-called information
superhighway, Fairfield University has
increased its telecommunication
capabilities on campus with the advent of a
sophisticated fiber optic network on the
campus.
This increase in technology in the
residence halls was already begun with the
introductions of voice mail and cable
television. This new network allows
students in certain dorms to "surf the net'"
without ever leaving the comfort of their
rooms.
Rooms in Claver, Gonzaga,
Jogues, and Regis Halls are currently
connected to the network installed during
the summer. Joel Mack, the manager of
Networks and Instructional Facilities for
Systems Computing Technology (SCT),
foresees expansion of the network into the
remaining residence halls during 1996.
Mack explained that it is too complicated
to "wire" the entire campus at once and
doing it piece by piece facilitates the
process.
"This was a huge initiative the
University took on," Mack said. "Most
universities with similar projects do it
incrementally."
The fiber optic network accesses
students to virtually the world. The global
network known as the World Wide Web is
able to be downloaded into the residence

halls whereas before students could search
it solely in the campus computer labs.
Electronic mail can be sent and received
and the library catalog can be used as well.
For what Mack considers a "nominal
charge" Microsoft Office which includes
such programs as Excel, Microsoft Word,
and Power Point, can be downloaded by
students through the network. Research
and scholarly materials can also be found
in the vast world of the Internet.
Just like anything else here at
Fairfield University, this new technology
comes with a price. Although students can
use their own personal computers, Mack
pointed out that "the equipment needs
certain features." Student owned
computers require a specific memory
capability witln i niversity-sold computers
are already programmed with. Students
interested in getting "on-line" will need to
purchase a $350 network kit including the
necessary fiberoptic board which provides
a physical interface between the hardware

and the system.
As expected, those without fiber
optic compatible equipment are not
enjoying the new state of the art system. "I
have a computer, but because the standards
for a fiber opticcomputer are so specific, I
feel it won't benefit me whatsoever,"
Christine Hopper '97, said.
The groups coordinating the effort
of bringing fiber optics to campus are
Communications & Technology coupled
with SCT. Communications & Technology
is responsible for the physical connections
and expansion of the service. "SCT is
responsible for the abstracts of the network
such as network accounts," Mack said.
Thus far, Mack reported the
system is operating smoothly with no
reported defects or "bugs." With this step
toward the future, what are the implications
of this network for future Fairfield
University students? As Mack predicted,
"Th i s 'echnology will extend formal learning
in the classrooms out to the residence halls."
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Insomnia
(continued from
Pg-6)
weekends mess you up,
says
p ;ychologist James Mass.
Also, limiting caffeine and
alcohol can help the body get a good
night' s sleep. Although many people may
think that alcohol can help you fall asleep,
it disrupts sleep patterns and can lead *•*
waking up during the night /v ;ting as i
stimulant, it produces poor quality
sleeping.
Like caffeine and alcohol,
cigarettes also act as a stimulant by raising
blood pressure, speeding up the heart,
and stimulating the brain. Therefore, not
smoking, or at least not right before bed
can help you get a restful night's sleep.
Your diet can also affect how
much sleep and the quality of sleep you
get. Eating a balanced diet of protein,
salad and vegetables an limiting sugar
consumption is important. A dit without
nutrients or high in fat can lead to fatigue
or insomnia.
Although getting enough sleep
may not be a big problem for you, or at
least you don't think it is, it is wise to get
enough sleep and take care of yourself.
Leaving a slight disorder unchecked can
lead to greater consequences.
"Some people learn not to sleep
well due to something such as a crisis and
expect to get poor sleep," says Dr. Watson.
"Realize that you can overcome this and
give your body the proper treatment it
needs to function as a system."
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They have caused more dropouts than
Calculus, Prelaw and Organic Chemistry
COMBINED.

Party your way through school, and that's all
you'll be good at when you get out,
or flunk out.
Office of Substance Abuse Prevention and Education, Volan Hall ext. 2146
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Editorial/Commentary

It's 2 a.m. and you're typing like a fiend to get
your English paper done for an 8:20 class. Your
wrists and fingers are starting to ache, but you plow
ahead determined to finish before dawn.
Or, you're in the computer lab and have been
typing e-mail messages and using the World Wide
Web for several hours. There is a tingling feeling in
your arm. You shake out your hands and continue to
type away.
What you may actually be feeling are the first
symptoms of carpal tunnel syndrome and/or
tendinitis. According to the Bureau of Labor,
computer-related injuries have tripled since 1984.
Young people are not immune to this. The increased
reliance on computers and word processors has made
college students more susceptible to this affliction.
We may be setting our bodies up for years of pain
down the road, with the only proven relief being
surgery.
There are some precautions that can be taken
to prevent the onset of carpal tunnel. Wrist guards
are helpful, as well as keeping the keyboard on the
desk and out of your lap. If you start to feel pain, stop
and rest for a few minutes to stretch out your hands.
The repetitive motion of your arms and hands are
what will inflame the tendons.
Students need to realize that action must be
taken today to prevent problems tomorrow. Our
bodies will not always be able to spring back from the
abuse that is heaped upon them. Computers are here
to stay and we must all be aware of the negative
aspects that they can bring.
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Letters to the Editor
Ten Percent
The Gay, Lesbian, and
Bisexual Student Association of
Fairfield University has changed
it's name—we are now 10
Percent. This name is in reference
to the Kinsey reports that 1 in 10
people are homosexual. We are
continuing the groups S. A. Y.S.O.
(Students Accepting Your Sexual
Orientation). This will be the
umbrella group name for all gay
and lesbian related activities on
campus. S. A. Y.S.O. will be a gay/
straight alliance and will meet
every month to discuss ways to

better educate our campus on
diversity issue including
orientation. This is a social group
in which students of all
backgrounds can gather together
in a safe and fun environment.
S.A.Y.S.O. will also be planning
the Ally Training Sessions in
which students, faculty, and staff
will undergo sensitivity training
etc. for gay, lesbian and bisexual
students. We are currently
awaiting the approval of
S.A.Y.S.O.'s constitution which
was submitted to FUS A last year,

and was recently revised. This
year'sfirst meeting of S.A.Y.S.O.
will be held in the Faculty Dining
Room on Tuesday October 24th
at 7:00 p.m. There will be a panel
of speakers, including students,
faculty, and administrators.
Fabulous food and refreshments
will be served—so anyone
interested please attend. Have a
great week and we will see you
next Tuesday.
Sincerely,
10 Percent

O.J. article was discouraging
To the Editor:
After reading and
rereading Chris Deis' commentary
on O.J. Simpson and the verdict, I
felt very discouraged and then
angry. I believe most other
students felt this way as well.
Mr. Deis, you mentioned
that Mark Fuhrman is a
"representative of a great many
police." This statement is not true.
Fuhrman is a racist, despicable
human being to say the least;
millions of American have no
doubt about that. To say he is a
representative of the police—I
don't think so. Fuhrman no longer
works for the police.
Also, you said,
"Precincts throughout America are
identified as corrupt and as
institutions that pump drugs and
guns into the black comm> iniiy." 1
don't know what part of America
you're living in, Mr. Dei^ but
from where I come from
(Washington D.C.) the police are
not evil villains, they are heroes.
While you call the police corrupt
and dishonor them in the process,
these courageous men and women
are fighting drugs and violence
for you and me.

Also, I found it
interesting how you were "touched
by the childish reactions of many
whites" about the verdict. How
ironic!! What about the childish
reactions of many black people
jumping and cheering in jubilation
as if the Yankees won the pennant?
Referring back to the
Rodney King incident, I do not
recall cheering about the verdict;
in fact, I though it was disgusting.
No one deserved the beating King
received and it was a travesty how
the police involved were acquitted.
Similarly, I don't
understand how anyone could be
so happy about the O.J. verdict.
Are people that positive that O.J.
is innocent? Just to be happy that
a black person "for once" was
found innocent is not a reason to
rejoice.
The color of the man's
skin doesn't matter; it's the fact
that whomever murdered Nicole
Simpson and Ron Goldman should
be convicted of murder. If Simpson
didn't commit the murders, great;
I'm glad to hear it, but let's save
the jumping up and down until the
murderer is found.
Finally, I think it is
important for people to voice their

opinion, and what better way to
voice it than in our school
newspaper.
However,
your
commentary was downright
derogatory to the white race. In
addition, you casually slipped in
the statement, "Blacks are not
savages or animals that celebrate
the deaths of innocent people as
many would like to believe."
Excuse me, have you
recently taken a nation-wide poll
on "What do savages look like in
the twentieth century?" I doubt it.
I challenge you to try; the results
would be surprising to you. I
really took offense to this
statement as I'm sure many
people, not just whites, did as
well.
Mr. Deis, why do you
think racial tensions are so high
these days? One reason is that
outspoken, opinionated people
like yourself, are inciting average
Americans like myself.
Mr. Deis, you are not
helping.
Sean P. Olmsted
Class of '97

FUS A Fans of the Year
To the Editor:
The Student Senate
would like to take a moment to
acknowledge the hard work and
perseverance that made the first
Midnight Madness a success.
Eric Roland '97 and
Matt Pitucco '98 took a vision

and brought it to its fullest
reality. Their selfless devotion to
this project, amidst the lack of
support from other areas on
campus, truly define these two as
Fairfield's most devoted fans.
For this reason the
Fairfield University Senate

hereby recognizes, by virtue of
bill 2151, Matthew Pitucco and
Eric Roland to be the Fairfield
University Fans of the Year.
Sincerely,
FUSA Senate
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Assessing Spike Lee
Kurt Hackbarth
Co-Commentary Editor
Everyone I have spoken to who
attended the Spike Lee lecture was
disappointed by it. Having gone myself, I
understand why. Maybe it was his
impending leg operation, maybe it was his
looking out at rows and rows of empty
seats in Alumni Hall - I don't know.
Whatever the reason, he sounded much
less like a speaker receiving more than half
the average American annual median
income for an hour, and more like he was
going to be slipped a five dollar bill by
Mark Reed when he was done. In sum, Mr.
Lee gave the impression that he was doing
us all a substantial favor merely by showing
up which, based on the caliber of his
remarks and his responsiveness to
questions, he wasn't.
I certainly, however, do not
blame the powers that be for inviting him
to come, despite his hefty price tag.
Speakers, particularly big name ones, are
inevitably a dice roll, and I cannot say that
I would have done differently if he were
available. Based on his films, public
statements, and former speaking
engagements, Mr. Lee's listless
performance the other night could truly
only be met with a shrug and a "Who
knew?" Mike Dukakis was certainly
engaging my freshman year, and I am
certain that he didn't come cheap. Randall
Robinson was truly eloquent at the
Convocation this year, and took the extra
time to come to the reception at The Levee
afterwards and talk with faculty and
students. He was still there when I left, and
I am never one to pass an opportunity for
an extended period of schmoozing.
Criticism of Mr. Lee's speech,
then, is certainly proper. The deeper
question, though, is why we were so
particularly disappointed by his speech.
Perhaps, and this is certainly the case with
me, we walked into Alumni Hall with
particularly raised expectations that it
would have been difficult for Mr. Lee to
fulfill even if he were at his most
pugnacious. What, deep down, did we
really expect that night - Mr. Lee to walk in
surrounded by Nation of Islam bodyguards,
play gangsta' rap, and give the black power
salute to the audience? A ringing defense
of the O.J. Simpson verdict from the
"black" perspective? Or maybe a scolding,
school ma'rm-ish, finger-shaking lecture
to the entire University community based

on the events of last fall? Granting the
exaggeration, if those are the kind of
preconceptions we had going in, we were
bound to be disappointed.
Spike Lee is an example of the
classic American success story - a guy from
humble origins who, based on hard work
and the ability to persevere in the face of
adversity and early failure, has risen to the
top of his chosen profession by his mid30's. This was the main thrust of his talk the
other night, not his seemingly forced opening
remarks about the Simpson trial. And, as he
said, "these are the kinds of stories you
should hear." Yes, they are - excellence in
our respective fields is something towards
which we should all strive - black and
white. I suspect that many of us attended
half-hoping that we'd be chastised about
the plight of minorites in this country, or
indeed on this campus, that the message
would be "driven home" again. Or that
many of us would be angered enough by his
comments to start pointing fingers again,
much like many people do at him after
seeing his films.
Yet it is not the job of an outside
speaker to tell us what we already know:
that we have a long way to go in improving
race relations on this campus. The new
Black Studies minor should help, as will the
encouraging and enrolling of more minority
students, and the hiring of more minority
faculty. We as a University community
need to be more accepting of all of the
groups that comprise the word "diversity" blacks, Latinos, Asians, Jews, Muslims,
and homosexuals, to name a few. This will
not happen, however, until we all realize
that we are all seeking similar goals, and
will all have to overcome similar obstacles
to attain them. Some, for a variety of reasons,
will face more significant obstacles than
others, and we must all work to level the
playing field as best as we can. For this, we
don' t need to be scolded, chastised, or yelled
at; we don't need the "race card" played or
divisiveness sown; and we certainly don't
need any more re-hashing of O.J. What we
do need, and what we got, are subtle words
of encouragement from one who has "been
there" and who has succeeded.
Everyone can be aracist; everyone,
too, can fight racism. We at Fairfield already
know what we have to do in this regard. We
can find fault with Spike Lee for shuffling
through his speech and staring at his Nikes
for the entire question period. But let's not
blame the messenger for a lack of message
if that message has already been delivered.
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Powell brings hope
to America
Ron Jelinek
Staff Writer
The election for the next President
of the greatest country on the planet is nearly
a year away and voters from every walk of
life, from states north and south, from cities
and suburbs alike are looking to purge their
hopes and dreams into the hands of the most
capable candidate. Perhaps not since Franklin
Delano Roosevelt led the country in prayer
against the instabilities of a lunatic dictator
in Germany, nor since John F. Kennedy
played chicken with Castor nor since Ronald
Reagan captured the hearts and minds of
white and blue collar Americans alike has an
election loomed so large. Quite simply, our
next President will, in one way, be our first
and, in another way, our last.
Americans from the left and the
right, the points in between, will be electing
the last commander and chief of the twentieth
rentury and the first of the twentieth century,
a i id no m V:ter where one rests on the political
spectrum, all would have to agree that the
political process has never been more rich
nor more rewarding. In the same century as
"separate but equal" and, later, The Civil
Rights Act,.it is quite possible that a black
American will be a strong Presidential
candidate. Whether you would vote for Colin
Powell based on his political views is not the
issue in this regard; it is the fact that he is in
the arena that we as Americans have reason
to celebrate.
The climate of the 1996 election
could be mistaken for that of the election
some forty four years ago that first elected
Dwight D. Eisenhower. President Clinton is
no longer the man from "Hope" and has
proven to be the most radically liberal
president this country has ever seen. He was
elected by parading around as a moderate,
yet prioritized his "things to do" list with an
agenda that was headed by instatement of
gays in the military. Since his first 100 days,
Clinton has proven opportunistic in the
aftermath of the Oklahoma City tragedy and
only half credible when he sounds off on
family values. The American public is aware
that this is the same man who attacked Vice
President Quayle for speaking about family
values in the last election. A change of heart
or a politician to the nth power? I'll opt for
the second.
On the flip side, the average voter
is fearing the media-created extreme right
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and a frenzy of anti-government activity.
Sometimes I think Michael Kinsley and Dan
Rather actually believe that Bob Dole is the
Unibomber and Newt Gingrich is conspiring
to lead a tank down Pennsylvania Avenue
and storm the White House.
For whatever reason, Americans
are unsure, afraid and dissatisfied. We are
yearning for someone to identify with, a
leader we can trust, and an individual whose
achievements drive us to strive for our own
excellence.
In 1990, Americans were uneasy
about our presence in the the Middle East.
We were unloading weapons and young
lives onto the sands of Saudi Arabia. As the
country paused with anxiety in their living
rooms, Colin Powell stood before a glossy
map with pointer in hand and, while
straightening his tie, sent the message across
the air waves, "Trust me." And so we did.
There' s something appealing about
this man that extends across party lines.
He's a proven leader, a strong family man, a
product of urban black America and a soft
spoken pinnacle of Americana. He is a
testimony to hard work, faith and patriotism
to God and country. Less divisive than Jesse
Jackson and aspiring to the values of self
worth and self empowerment, Powell is the
personification of the bald eagle.
In the aftermath of what some
would say was a racially motivated verdict
in the OJ Simpson case, perhaps Powell is
our knight. With the shameful shadow of
Mark Furhman behind us but always lurking,
Colin Powell provides promise. In the
tragedy of the Rodney King disaster and the
lunacy of the resulting riots, Powell is a
source of reason. And aware of the racial
epithet scrawled on a bathroom wall on our
own campus last year, Powell is an aspiration
and an inspiration for all of us who know
better.
While his achievements are his
own, we can appreciate them as being
American. And as Americans we can
appreciate them because we remember when
they seemed unattainable.
Make no mistakes about it: issues
aside for a moment, Colin Powell represents
our positive progression and our bipartisan
understanding of the splendorous position
we are in in our nation's political history.
While there is always work to do to bring our
races together, this is a great step in our
American journey.
~>
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W STUDY ABROAD
Take the Syracuse Advantage!
Internships
Extensive Professional
& Liberal Arts Courses
EUROPE • AFRICA • ASIA
Scholarships & Grants
Division of International Programs Abroad

Syracuse University, 119a Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472 • niPA@suadmin.syr.edu
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Babysitter needed
* 8 year-old boy
* 3 afternoons a week
* Darien, CT
* Driving required
* Excellent pay
* Call (203) 655-9826
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Quotes of the Week
"I'm sure, at this moment, that the Seattle Mariner
Moose can sympathize with what has occured. He cried out
for help, but his big head muffled the cry."
-Sportscasters announcing the Mariners vs. Indians
game last Saturday, commenting on the injury of the Cleveland mascot.

"Love the Gimp you're with."
-Lyrical advise from one sophomore.

"Adonis is Mother Theresa's sex slave?"
-Overheard on Gonzaga 2 Lounge. She meant
Mother Nature.

*Send any Quotes of the Week to Box AA or the Mirror office in Gonzaga.
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Hey, write for
Commentary!
Reduced Shakespeare Company:
"The Complete History of America
(Abridged)"
"Breathlessly paced ... slapstick merriment." - New York
Times - Post-performance Q&A with the actors!

FRIDAY, OCT. 27, AT 8 P.M.
Chamber Music Society
cf Lincoln Center
"Splendidly prepared and handsomely delivered ... the
best in chamber music." - New York Times - Preconcert discussion with Robert Sherman at 7 p.m.

50%
Discount
atoll
times
for
Fairfield
students
and staff

SATURDAY, OCT. 28, AT 8 P.M.
SPONSORED BY THE FLORENCE GOULD FOUNDATION

Sisn Me A Story
with Linda Dove from Sesame Street
Kids! Wear your Halloween Costumes
for a costume parade in the lobby!

SUNDAY, OCT. 29, 3 P.M.

Mark Whitfield

Day of
show
RUSH
tickets
only

The best young [jazz] guitarist on the scene today. "He
plays with a rare ... sensibility." - New York Times

forFU
Students

FRIDAY, NOV. 10, AT 8 P.M.
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GREAT: SEATS, ACOUSTICS, PRICES, DISCOUNTS
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Papal Visit:
John Paul II needs to learn how
to relate to today's youth
Vanessa Lops
Co- Commentary Editor
During Mass at New York's St.
Patrick's Cathedral last Sunday, a
Cardinal spoke proudly of Pope John
Paul IPs visit to the city the week before.
He spoke of the Mass, of the
sermon, and of the message of hope
extended to the youth; the hope that John
Paul went On to exemplify in a single,
impressive action.
In the middle of Mass, the Pope
walked through tht Church, shaking the
hands of his follower, then walked
directly out the front doors, into the
crowds on Fifth Avenue. He went out to
bless and shake hands with the hoards of
New Yorkers who were not lucky enough
to fit inside, but were waiting outside to
catch a glimpse of the man they all
admire. He risked his own safety to reach
these people, portraying the hope and
courage he gives to so many.
John Paul II is one of the most
intelligent, holy ,and inspiring leaders on
this earth.
So, why is it that so many
members of the younger generation, when
asked how well he relates to them, answer
that, "He doesn't," ?
Why is it that so many young
people are shying away from the Catholic
Church?
What has led the Church into
the major vocational crisis that it is in
today?
The youth of today makes up
the most diverse generation in American
history. The group is larger, more
intelligent and more competitive than
. any in the past.
At the same time, it is a group of
people raised valuing technological
developments, consumerism and
materialism as tools of happiness. Many
of these people are dangerous, as seen in
the increased crime rates, and most are
very lost and distrustful.
Who better to turn to for
inspiration and hope than a man like the
Pope and the Catholic Church?
For some reason, it is not
happening.
Some think that it is the
Church's ultra-conservative stances on
social issues that are driving the youths
away.
"As a young woman, I find that
I cannot relate to the church as an
institution. One reason is that its views
on women are completely outdated. I've
yet to hear one solid argument as to why
a woman could not be ordained as a
priest!"
Moira Spollen '96 is not alone
in this concern.
In the October 9, 1995 issue of

Time Magazine . a random poll of US
Catholics revealed that 70% think priests
should be allowed to marry, 60% think
women should be ordained as priests,
75% think it is NOT wrong to have
premarital sexual relations and 79% think
they should make their own decisions
about such issues as birth control and
abstinence. This is an incredible majority
of members who disagree with what
their Church is advocating.
Could it be that the Catholic
Church's stubborn position on such
issues repel so many youths?
Maybe if the Church would
tone down its voice on such issues, and
instead focus on the issue of spirituality,
the youth would be more willing to
listen.
When people are being
preached at, being told what they can
and can't do by an institution that has no
real concept of what is is to be a twentysomething in America in the 1990's,
they have a way of tuning out that voice.
By doing this, a lot are turning their back
on religion as a whole, and are missing
out on so much.
Much of the Catholic Church' s
doctrine is obviously far outdated. Its
opinion of women's roles, of
homosexuality, of birth control— this
only shows that Church doctrine still
has a lot to learn about tolerance and
equality.
Until these qualities are
exemplified, there are still many youths
who need some sense of direction; a
spiritual sense could help them, but they
need to be approached in the right way to
accept and even achieve it.
Many will say that the Church
should not conform to the people, but
the people should conform to the Church.
This is not about conforming,
it is about relating to each other, and if
the Catholic Church, as with many other
religious institutions, does not learn to
relate to its youth, its future is bleak.
It is possible to disagree with a
Church doctrine and still participate in
the religious experience, as the
participants of the Time Magazine poll
proved and many Catholics, like Moira
Spollen, prove to this day. "I don't think
the Church can understand our social
situations, certainly not enough to get
involved. But, I am still a practicing
Catholic because of the spiritual aspect
of my religion."
While the Pope's visit to the
East Coast proved very successful for
devout Catholics, maybe next time he
should reach a little further into society
with an approach that would attract those
who need a sense of direction and
spirituality, those who will determine
the future of the Catholic institution as a
whole.

Hansen's
Flower Shop
And Greenhouses, Inc.
345 Reef Road
Fairfield, Connecticut 06430
255-0461
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sister had broken everything that was
breakable the day she discovered her
husband's infidelity. To remind her
sister of her mistake forever, she had
plastered all the broken pieces to the
laundry room walls— enough pieces
to cover all four walls.
Other relationships of the
members of the quilting bee deal with
those between soulmates. One woman
had lost her husband, and soulmate,
early in life, and had been taken into the
arms of a married man in her grief.
Another woman' s husband had cheated
on her ever since they had been married
for a few months. The most respected
woman in the quilting bee, a character
played by Maya Angelou, explains why
she could never love a man as much as
she loves her daughter. Angelou's
daughter in the movie tells Finn about
the few hours she had gotten to spend
with the man believed to be her
soulmate; at the end of their time
together he had told her he was married
and could never see her again.
While infidelity seems to be
stressed too much in the lives of the
characters in this movie, each of the
women have interesting stories to tell.
The flashbacks are neatly done and
spread throughout How to Make an
American Quilt. Fans of Winona Ryder
will find the movie especially
entertaining, since her performance is,
as usual, enjoyable.

Melissa Masikiewicz
Assistant A&E Editor

Winona Ryder stars as Finn, a
26-year-old woman struggling on her
third attempt at a thesis, in How to
Make an American Quilt. After her
boyfriend proposes to her, she realizes
she needs to spend some time apart
from him to make sure a marriage to
him is where she wants to go next. So
she goes back to her grandmother's
house, where she had spent every
summer as a child, to finish her thesis.
Each week, Finn's grandmother, who
lives with her sister, has the
neighborhood women over for a
quilting bee.
When the women explain to
Finn that their current project is her
wedding quilt, her apprehension about
the commitment she's about to make is
magnified. Each square on the quilt
represents one woman's experiences
of love. As Finn listens to their stories,
the conflicts between some of the
women become apparent.
Finn learns that her
grandmother had cheated on her dying
husband with her sister's husband. Her
sister had realized what had happened
that very day, and there has been a rift
between the two sisters ever since. One
strong image in the movie is the
decoration on the laundry room walls
of their house. Finn's grandmother's

Matt Spero
Staff Writer

The highly anticipated
Insomniac by Green Day was finally
released last week. In '92, Green Day's
Kerplunk album sold close to 50,000
copies, majority sales occurring in their
hometown Bay area. In '94, thanks to
insane amounts of video and radio
airplay, their Dookie-album sold over
five million copies. Green Day fans
wondered how their new album would
differ from the last. The answer? Not
much.
This is not to say the new disc
is bad. Actually, it's pretty good. It has
the same catchy melodies, the same
punk spirit, and the same uptempo
speeds as their previous albums, and
lead singer Billie Joe still sings with a
pseudo-English accent. The new album
really doesn't contain many surprises;
it's just Green Day being Green Day.
The first single, "Geek Stink
Breath," is really the only slow song on
the album- However, to Green Day's
credit, they probably could have released
any of the other 13 more radio-friendly
cuts and taken over the airwaves again.
The new one will get plenty of airtime

The Ham Channel 51
schedule

Random Thoughts
by Nell Bateman

We are now underway in our regular weekly programming of this season. So far, it looks to be a great success! Thanks to
everyone who tuned in last week: we hope you like the changes we've made. To anyone who has yet to see a HAM show, please flip
your T.V. to channel 51 this week and watch the great new stuff we've come up with. We guarantee that you'll enjoy, and maybe even
be a little surprised with, all of the new programs. So tune in this week, and you'll see...
":: . -
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I must admit that I got misty
when I discovered that the cute little
popcorn icon, Orville Redenbacher,
recently died of "natural causes." Only
later did I learn that this sweet old man
was found in a whirlpool spa, and details
were more than sketchy. Quite the
popping pervert, pop.

She's overplayed on the radio,
and the girls on my floor know of no
other CD, but I must give credit where
credit is due - Alanis Morisette can wail.
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Add a little spring to your step
and read the New York Times Best Seller
Chicken Soup for the Soul. It's good
stuff.
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on MTV, but at least they didn't release
"When I Come Around Part II."
Many rock critics have
speculated that GreenDay' s overnight
success might affect them. They went
from being Oakland favorites to being
accused of being Punk Posers. I don't
think they have ever tried to portray
themselves as anything but what they
are. If they weren't posers when they
sold 50,000, they aren't posers because
they happened to sell 5 million. Billie
Joe laments this loss of innocence when
he sings "There's no return to 86/
Don't even try" in the song "86," which
represents the year he came of age and
discovered punk rock. He also
addresses the holier-than-thou attitude
of some punk fans who have turned
against the group. In "No Pride," he
sings (maybe about himself?), "You
better swallow your pride or you're
gonna choke on it/ You better digest
your values because they turn to shit."
As far as the rest of the album
goes, drummer Tre Cool, bassist Mike
Dirnt, and Billie Joe tread water. Green
Day is kind of like the punk
grandfathers The Ramones. There
may be no surprises, but at least there
are no disappointments. That's better
than most bands these days can say.
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Jimmy Hollywood

Jimmy Hollywood

Although "The Big Chill"
remains the greatest Soundtrack of all
time, "Dangerous Minds" is up there. A
good investment.

And strippers at Kelly's?
What's next? Wet t-shirt contests in the
Oak Room: fresme.n encouraged? A.P.
Kelly judges?
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WVOF: More
than music

"*\

and comment on the latest in the world
of sports. Later on this year, Flynn and
O'Brien will be courtside again to bring
listeners all the action from the Stags
home and away games.
Following is the schedule for
news, public affairs, and sports
programming.
Monday,
7-7:30
p.m.
Headline, entertainment and sports news
Tuesday, 7-7:30 p.m. Public
Affairs Programming
Wednesday, 7-7:30 p.m.
Headline, entertainment and sports news
Thursday 7-7:30 p.m. Public
Affairs Programming
Friday, 5-6:00 p.m. Sports
Talk
Although students only have
shows from Monday through Friday,
programming continues on Saturday
and Sunday as community members
take to the airwaves. They typically
offer ethnic music or talk from different
cultural perspectives.
The talk show mentioned
above, and the diverse array of music
show formats mention in Nell
Bateman' s article in the October 5 issue
of the Mirror, offer listeners a wide
variety of programming. However, none
of it is possible without an extensive
and committed staff. There are always
opportunities for students who are
interested in starting their own show.
WVOF also needs people willing to
work behind-the-scenes in the music
library or as a part of the publicity staff.
Fore more information, students may
contact Station Manager Frank Riccio
or drop a note in Box R.

Hugh \lacken
Contributing Writer
If you're like most people at
Fairfield U., music is what first comes
to mind when someone mentions
WVOF. Many students probably do not
realize that WVOF airs more than just
music. The "Voice of Fairfield" also
offers public affairs, news and sports
programming.
Every
Monday
and
Wednesday night, the station airs
headline, local, and entertainment news
in addition to the latest sports reports.
These shows are designed to keep the
University community aware of
significant stories. Students anchoring
these shows are reporting the latest news
from up-to-the-minute Associated Press
wire reports.
While WVOF news shows
keep listeners abreast of the latest
happenings in our world, public affairs
shows deal with our University
community. They are aired for one half
hour every Tuesday and Thursday night
on WVOF. The purpose of these talk
shows is to keep students and our
community aware of events, issues, and
people affecting our University
community. Past shows have included
interviews with student leaders like
Mark Reed and John Guszkowski as
well as discussions on important issues
like
environmentalism
and
multiculturalism.
WVOF rounds out tl le studentrun broadcast week with sports every
Friday afternoon. During this full-hour
slot, Dan Flynn and Billy O'Brien report
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Nicole Kidman is
"To Die For"
To Die For
Starring Nicole Kidman, Matt
Dillon, Joaquin Phoenix
****(outof4)

Jessica Nutley
Editor-in-Chief

Nicole Kidman proves she is much
more than Mrs. Tom Cruise in the new
movie "To Die For." It wouldn't be surprising
if Kidman is clutching a gold-statuette next
year for her outstanding performance in this
quirky black comedy.
Kidman plays Suzanne Stone
Maretto, a woman on a relentless quest to be
the next Barbara Walters. She is determined
not to let anything stand in her way - not the
local-yokel New Hampshire TV station at
which she is the weather girl, and certainly
not her kind but dim-witted husband, played
by Matt Dillon.Kidman is the quintessential
perky newswoman, from her purple
eyeshadow and frosted pink lipstick all the
way down to her perky yellow pumps, but
with a dark side that is rarely seen.
She is finallv allowed to do a
documentary on today's youih, after
relentlessly badgering
the station

manager. Suzanne Stone (her professional
name) visits a local high school and finds
three outcast students who are willing to
participate. She becomes romantically
involved with one student, Jimmy, played
- by Joaquin Phoenix, who agrees to murder
her husband. The reason she wants him dead
is because Dillon wants her to give up her
TV career to help run his Italian restaurant something that would never be asked of
Barbara Walters.
Suzanne finally gets the fame that
she craves when the story of her husband's
death and the speculated role she may have
played in it is splashed across newspapers
and television. Her fame is short-lived, as
seen in the ironic ending.
"To Die For" works well for several
reasons. The outstanding performances by
Kidman, Dillon, Phoenix and several other
characters make the movie much more
believable and not as far-fetched as it might
seem. The movie is shown through
flashbacks and interviews with the
characters, including Kidman, and is
effective at piecing together a bizarre but
well-told story. The cinematography is
excellent and adds heightened drama to some
of the scenes.
For fans of either black comedy or
Nicole Kidman, "To Die For" is well worth
the investment. You'll never be able to look
at TV anchors the same way again.

Submissions to the Mirror
can also be sent through
e-mail. The VAX address is
MIRROR

Fairfield Cinemas' Showing Times
The Scarlet Letter
1:15,4:00,7:10,9:55

To Die For
1:20,4:10,7:45, 10:05

Seven
1:10, 1:40, 4:00,4:30, 7:00, 7:15, 9:40,
9:55

A Walk in the Clouds
1:50,4:40,7:50, 10:10

Devil in a Blue Dress
1:00,3:10,5:20,7:50, 10:10
The Brothers McMullan
1:25,3:25,5:25,7:40,9:50

The Usual Suspects
1:00,3:15,5:25,8:00, 10:15
How to Make an American Quilt
1:30,4:20,7:20,9:45

Write For A&E!!!
great scores...
tfffifr
Kaplan helps you focus your
MCAT studies and build your
confidence, so you can get a
higher score.

on campus at Fairfield
Start now for Apr or Aug

I

Call: 1-800 735-7737
get a higher score

KAPLAN

Area Theaters
Bridgeport Showcase
339-7171

Milford Showcase
878-5600

Fairfield Cinemas
339-7151

Trumbull Marquis
365-6500

Fairfield Community
255-6555

Westport Fine Arts
227-3324

M»

•*553>r

FLOWER SHOP

"FOR YOUR HARVEST DATE"
ROSE liOUTONNlERES $3.75
LONG STEM ROSES $2.50 EACH
$25.1)0 A DOZEN
2151 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE
FAIRFIELD, CONN.
TELEPHONE 336-1895

(Next to Angus Restaurant)
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Dance group featured
at Quick Center
"A MAN
CAN HAVE
No GREATER
LOVE THAN
To LAY
DOWN
HIS LIFE
FOR HIS
FRIENDS."
(John 15:13)

SAINT
JOHN
FISHER
SEMINARY
RESIDENCE
894 NEWFIELD AVENUE
STAMFORD,

CT 06905

REV. STEPHEN

M. DIGIOVANNI

203-322-5331

Jennifer Manzo
Staff' Writer
On October 6th, the Quick Center for the Arts presented a performance by
the internationally acclaimed Mark Morris Dance Group. To the compositions of
Jacques Ibert, J.S. Bach (or Georg-Melchior Hoffman), Antonin Dvorak, and Lou
Harrison, the Dance Group used powerful and expressive choreography to give a
different appreciation to instrumental and choral music.
Mark Morris Dance Group was formed in 1980 and gave its first concert in
New York City that year. In addition to touring widely, the Dance Group has been
the subject of television specials for the PBS Dance in America series and London
Weekend Television's South Bank Show. From 1988 to 1991, the Dance Group was
the resident company of the Theatre Royal de la Monnaie in Brussels, Belgium. The
Dance Group has recently completed two film projects, a collaboration with cellist
Yo-Yo Ma using J.S. Bach's "Third Suite for Unaccompanied Cello" and a film
version of Henry Purcell's "Dido and Aeneas."
Mark Morris himself has choreographed dances for the San Francisco
Ballet, the Paris Opera Ballet, and the American Ballet Theatre, as well as founded
the White Oak Dance Project with Mikhail Baryshnikov in 1990. In addition to
working extensively in opera, Morris was the Director of Dance in Brussels from
1988 to 1991.

Since the creation of the Dance Group, Morris has choreographed over 70
dances, and this performance was truly spectacular. The opening dance, entitled
"Lucky Charms," was full of smiles from a large cast and bright, colorful costumes,
accompanied with cheerful lighting, but amicably contrasted with the darker
"Nocturne" movement. The second piece, entitled "Beautiful Day," was a dark duet
with muted pastel costumes and soft lighting to embody the male-female connection
between the dancers.
In "The Office," the small ensemble of dancers were dressed in drab
secretary dresses and dull browns, and their synchronized footsteps mimicked the
steady clicks of typewriter keys. The finale, called "Grand Duo," started with the cast
of dancers in two lines illuminated by two shafts of white light from both sides of the
stage. The dark, mysterious costumes were loose and tribal-like, and their swift,
graceful movements added to the intensity of the dance.
Each dance created a different environment and emotion on the Kelley stage
- and each followed by a roar of applause from the audience. Close to a sell-out
crowd, the audience included many outside patrons of the Quick Center as well as
University students looking for an evening of entertainment and exquisite dance.
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Stags fall in overtime
Lose to Xavier, 2-1

David Russo
Staff Writer
To defeat Xavier on Saturday, the
Fairfield University women's soccer team
needed to play flawlessly. They air" - ' did.
The Stags matched Xavie s hey called
upon goaltender Christen Veach during the
final 10 minutes of reguiauun. veach made
five outstanding saves to send the game into
an extra session. However, Veach was
unable to thwart the Xavier onslaught in
overtime. Xavier's two goals within the
first three minutes of overtime could not be
overcome. Kara Burmaster scored late in
the contest as the Stags were defeated 2-1.
Fairfield is now 7-7 overall, 4-1 in the Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference.
"We took ihe fielo au.anst a more
experienced tean ..ncl ilayed to win, not just
stay close," head coach Dave Tanner said.
"It was a great team effort."
Xavier carried momentum from the
final portion of regulation into overtime.
They scored on a rebound in front less than
a minute into the extra session. Two minutes
later, a high blast from the top of the box beat
Veach. But the Stags refused to quit.
"After they scored we picked up
our play," Tanner said.
Burmaster headed a Kristin Kelley
cross pass into the net in the 111th minute.
However, the Stags could not tally the tying
goal.
"The players worked very hard to
create scoring opportunities," Tanner said.
"The many corner kicks were a result of that.
Fairfield had 13 corner kicks during
the game.
Late in regulation, Veach was
superb. She smothered three Xavier
breakaways by attacking the shooter. Veach

Volleyball nets big win
Dan Martin
Sports Editor

also made brilliant diving stops on two other
shots, single handedly sending the game
into overtime.
"Christen played great," Tanner
said. "It was a close game and she stepped
up when we needed her to."
Both Xavier and Fairfield played
aggressively. The action was intense as
each team alternated scoring chances during
regulation.
Xavier outshot Fairfield 22-14.
Veach had 12 saves in the contest.
"To see the players battle as they
did was tremendous," Tanner said. "Last
year we had trouble playing at a higher level.
This year we have been forced to and they
have responded."
The Stags have two home contests
this week. After Wednesday's game versus
Siena, Fairfield will face Loyola on Saturday
at noon for a potential key match up. If both
the Stags and Loyola win on Wednesday,
then Saturday's game will be a showdown
for the MAAC regular season title and the
first seed in the tournament. Last year,
Loyola defeated Fairfield in the season finale
to secure the number one seed. The Stags
subsequently were upset by Canisius in the
semifinals.
"Last year we were not totally
prepared to face Loyola," Tanner said. "This
year we are healthy and mentally focused."

Fairfield's women's volleyball
team ended a tough week on a positive note
last Tuesday with a win at Columbia. That
victory, which pushed the Stags to 8-11
overall (0-3 in the MAAC), gave the team a
respectable 2-2 mark during a four game run
in five days.
The Stags 3-1 victory over
Columbia (15-7, 15-4, 10-15, 15-13) was
sparked by senior Laura Gleason's teamleading 25 kills, as well as the 18 digs by
Stephanie Shaheen. Gleason had a very
impressive killing percentage of .575, well
above her season average of .259.
"It's always good to beat an Ivy
League team," head coach Todd Kress said.
"We should have beat them in three, but
we've had trouble finishing things off."
Tuesday's win came only two days
after Fairfield lost a grueling five set match
to MAAC rival St. Peter's. The Stags had
a 2-1 lead after three sets before dropping
the final two sets and falling 11-15,15-4,715, 15-6, 15-11.
"That was a very disappointing

NOTES: Saturday'sgameatnoon
versus Loyola is the final home game of the
season. Seniors Burmaster, Kelley, Meghan
O'Keefe, Cara Hills, Julie Webb, Heather
Knight and Mary Beth Elledge will be
playing theirfinal home games...Kelli Hurley
leads the team in goals, 7 and points, with
17... Veach has a Goals Against Average of
2.14.

culminated in winning the MAAC
championships for the fourth consecutive
year. "All of these factors usually add up to
a loss," Giachino said. "Instead, we got
tougher. It really says something about the
character of this team."
In Saturday's resounding 7-2 defeat
of Villanova, the Stags were able to avenge
an 8-1 loss from last season. Hanson, feeling
the effects of her crippling foot injury,
hobbled around the court in her match at
number one singles before finally being
outlasted. "There is no doubt in my mind
that A m v would have won if she was health,"
Giaciii.no said. "The match turned on five
ofsix decisive points."
The rest of the team dominated in
their matches with straight set victories.
Sophomore MarylizFitzpalrick blanked her
opponent at number two singles, 6-0, 6-0,
then joined up with Srubar for a win at
number two doubles in which the duo lost
only one game. Maureen Canuso was also a
winner at number three singles, as she

I Senior Cara Hills will have a tough time defending against Loyola. Photo: N. Nitis

Soccer stays alive

(Continued from p. 16)

allowed one goal in the last three games.
The Stags leading scorer (7
goals. 2 assists) and only active senior,
Ralph Cerulo, was also praised for his
play.
"He is working extremely hard,"
McElderry said. "I think that he-realizes
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that he doesn't have many games left in his
Fairfield career."
While the Stags await their fate in
the MAAC, they play at Colgate on Saturday
and finish the 1995 season at home next
Wednesday (2:00 p.m.) against Central
Connecticut.

loss," Kress said. "It's the same failure to
end the game when we should."
Overall, Kress is pleased with his
team's efforts in his first year. Seniors
Gleason and Nicole Arzillo have been very
important. "Gleason has been nothing short
of incredible," Kress said. "She has really
picked her game up in the last four games."
Arzillo has battled through a
number of physical problems and still has
made quite an impact on the team, as has
Stephanie Shaheen. Shaheen leads iV team
in digs and has really improved her game
offensively.
The squad has several crucial
matches coming up. On Wednesday, the
Stags play at Iona. "That game is our most
important of the year," Kress said. "We still
have a chance to do well in the MAAC, but
we need the remaining four matches."
The team thinks it has a realistic
shot at finishing in the top four in the
conferences and qualifying for the
tournament. The team "fully expects to
make it."
"We need to keep sight of our
goals," Kress said. "The team knows what
they have to do and that's to first beat Iona."

Tennis rolls over Nova
and Holy Cross
(Continued from p. 16)

humbled her opponent by the score of 6-4,62. Tindall, Srubar and sophomore Michele
Miner ran away with their matches at number
four, five and six singles respectively, losing
a total of just eight games among them.
On Wednesday, the Lady Stags
romped once again to the tune of a 6-2
victory over Holy Cross. Junior Sarah Brozek
filled in admirably for Srubar, whose ailing
ankle got some much-needed rest. Brozek
put in a good fight before being outlasted in
three sets at number six singles. Kathleen
Haley, the lone senior on the team, also
stepped up, as she took Srubar's place at
number two singles and teamed with
Fitzpatrick for an 8-1 victory.
This week, the Stags will go up
against Columbia, a team perennially ranked
in the top twelve of the Eastern region, and
a traditionally solid Central Connecticut
squad.
"If we are healthy and eager for the
match against Columbia, we could pull off
an upset," Giachino said. "We sure won't go
down without a fight."

. i
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Third's a charm for cross country
Dan Martin
Sports Editor
Fairfield's men's cross country
earn ran well once again last Saturday at the
klarist Invitational in Bowdoin Park. The
itags came in third overall behind meet
vinner Canisius and host Marist.
Junior Ian MacNeill had an
:xemplary race, finishing in third place in a
ime of 27:49. Although that was well off of
lis personal record that MacNeill set two
veeks ago at the Fairfield Invitational, that
vas not indicative of his performance. The
ilower pace was forced upon all of the
unners because of the torrential rain that
;tarted falling shortly before the race started,
lespite the forecast for a sunny, 80 degree
lay.
"It was absolutely pouring,"
vlacNeill said. "Nobody was ready for it.
Everyone was just sprawling."
In fact, the team was so ill prepared
br the conditions that no one had spikes, as
Zanisius did.
The weather conditions played a
nore critical role than they ordinarily would
lave because of the terrain of the Marist
;ourse.
• "Everyone was falling," senior

Ronan Ryan said. "We had never raced the
meet before and had no idea what was coming
up."
The many hills and "hairpin
curves," according to Ryan made it extremely
difficult for the runners to finish the course,
let alone excel. One hill even forced several
members of the Canisius team to simply
stop running and drop out of the race.
Through all of this, however, the
Stags managed to finish a respectable third,
with Dan Whitney finishing second on the
team (11th overall), Dave Wakefield third
(24th overall), Mike Laprey fourth (26th)
and Ryan right beside him.
Ryan was pleased with the-squad's
performance, particularly because the Stags
trained much harder than they normally do
because of the MAACs coming up in two
weeks.
"We're focusing on the MAACs,
this meet wasn't as important," Ryan said.
"We should do well in the tournament, we're
still going for third."
The MAAC tournament is in two
weeks Van Cortlandt Park in the Bronx. The
Stags should be well prepared for the meet,
especially if the skies open up. "It took me
six years," MacNeill said, "but I finally got
my spikes."
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"Madness" hits Fairfield
Dan Martin
Sports Editor
On a miserable, rainy Saturday
night, approximately 1,500 fans turned out
for the first annual Midnight Madness in
Alumni Hall to help start the 1995-96
basketball seasons for both the men's and
women's basketball teams.
At 11:58 p.m. the collective efforts
of both FUSA members Eric Roland and
Matt Pitucco and the athletic department
paid off, as the teams ran on to the dark
court, spotlights swirling around them.
"We hope it jshers in a new era of
spirit in athletics," Roland said "ft ,'"
came in late and said, 'Wow, Ihis sn't a
joke!' We want to change that attitude."
"My team had goose bumps as \X\cy
were ready to take floor," women's head
basketball coach Dianne Nolan said. "They
were really pumped up."
The actual "madness" began at
10:30, when the dance team came out in
their sparkling red and black uniforms. They
were followed by the debut of the new Stag
logo on center court. Fr. Kelley, along with
Athletic Director Gene Doris presented the
Commissioner's Cup to representatives of
several athletic teams in recognition of
^

\

garnering the most points, in terms of
standing, in the MAAC last year.
Various shooting contests,
including an impromptu appearance in one
by the women's soccer team, as well as a
mascot basketball game, served as preludes
to the main event. The new Stag outfit made
its first appearance during the mascot game,
replacing the battered one that has been seen
in years past.
Throughout the evening, the crowd
had filtered in and out, but just before
midnight, everyone focused on the clock
and guest speaker Cablevision's Marc
Robbins as he counted the seconds down.
"The reception they got was
heartwarming," men's head basketball coach
Paul Cormier said. "They really proved to
be a supportive bunch and that makes the
team really want to put on a good show for
them."
Both coaches plan to use the event
into a motivational tool as the teams head
into the regular season.
"I really tip my hat to FUSA and
everyone who did work putting it all
together," Cormier said. "We're very
appreciative to the students."
Coach Nolan concurred, "It was a
terrific effort by FUSA and the athletic
department.
The response was
overwhelming."
The electricity was felt not only by
the players and coaches that the response
was directed towards, but by the fans as
well. Junior Dan Willis said, "I've been at
Fairfield University for more than two years.
The spirit that was in Alumni Hall on
Saturday night was more than I have ever
seen at this school."

Ruggers come
away with win
Sean Kavanagh
Contributing Writer
In a game filled with so much
emotion that our head coach, John Lugano,
had tears in his eyes as the team came off
of the field, the Red Ruggers came from
behind to defeat Providence 24-21.
Emotion is nothing new to this
veteran squad, led by Richie Capuzzi and
Bob "I'll play with sore feet" Stanley. The
Ruggers , who were down but not out for
most of the game, let their hearts take over
in the second half, as well as letting the
foot of Balki "V11 Be an NFL Placekicker"
Hogan, do its job. Hogan hit all of his
points after halftime, in addition to a 22
meter three point kick.
The rest of the offense was
supplied by Vic "The Boston Bandit" La
Tour, who had his second try on Saturday,
Ricardo Montelbaun Peel, and a newcomer
to the scoring ranks, Joseph "Moz"
Sardella, who scored his first of what this
reporter thinks, many tries. The return of
All-American Woodrow "The Man Who
Would Be King" Duffell, was a big help
on both offense and defense.
The "Killer B's" showed the
depth Fairfield has as they smashed
Providence 72-6. "Lenny" Bruce had four
tries and stunned the Providence defense
with his slick moves, reminding many of
the great Barry Sanders. Ollie Oliver made
his presence felt with some great hits and
kicks.
The Ruggers travel to
powerhouse Trinity this weekend, but
return on the 28th for a double header
against Coast Guard and then Notre Dame.
Come see our heart and feel the glory.
Bring your own tissues.

IF AT FIRST YOU SUCCEED,
TRY, TRY AGAIN.
In the latest DALBAR Consumer
Satisfaction Survey, a comprehensive
study of 2,000 financial service companies —
banks, mutual funds, brokerages, and
insurers — TIAA-CREF was voted the
leading provider of retirement plans.
We'll try to do better next time.
Not that we mind the recognition, it's just
that a lot of people expect nothing less
than the best from us. Over 1.8 million
individuals in higher education and research,
to be exact. And frankly, so do we.
Day after day, for over 75 years, we've put
everything we've got into giving our par-

ticipants all they need to help fulfill their
financial goals and long-term expectations.
In the years to come, we'll work even
harder to enhance the level of personal
service and innovative solutions we offer to
help them build a secure and rewarding
tomorrow. Maybe that's why so many of the
best minds in the nation trust us not just
with their money, but 'with their future.
Find out more about America's
retirement planning experts. Call us at
1 800 842-2776 weekdays 8 am to 11 pm ET,
or visit our Web site on the Internet at
http://www. tiaa-cref.org.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.3"

k
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CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc.
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Stags fighting for playoff life
Rob Meisch
Staff Writer
After a 1-1 tie with Siena
last Wednesday and a 1 -6 win over
St. Peter's last Saturday tocomplete
their 1995 MAAC season, the
Fairfield men's soccer team is left
to wait as their hopes for a return to
the MAAC Tournament rest with
upcoming MAAC games.
With Loyola and Iona
assured of spots in the four-team
playoff, the Stags (5-7-2, 3-2-2 in
MAAC) are vying for one of the
remaining two spots along with St.
Peter's, Siena, and Canisius.
Saturday's win over St. Peter's
guaranteed the Stags at least a tie
with them and would then win the
first tie breaker which is head-tohead play.
"It looks pretty good right
now," interim head coach Jim
McElderry said. "But you never
know in this league, where
everyone beats everyone."
On Wednesday, the Stags
played an extremely even game
with Siena with both teams having
some >c ';-.£ chances before
ending regulation Hmf "'orcless.
A scoreless lie heading
into the second overtime session,
the Stags' Gavin Baiera scored his
first goal of the year on a45-yarder
past a stunned Siena goalie at the
107:10 minute mark for a 1-0 lead.
A little over two minutes
later, the Saints lied the game at I I on a cross and low shot passed

Stagmania is back
Dan Martin
Sports Editor
lim Miller came through in big games with Siena and St. Peter's.
Photo:N. Nitis
Stags' goalkeeper Tony Novello.
For the game, the Stags
outshot Siena 17-15 and held on
eight to four advantage in corner
kicks. Novello had six saves
including two in the overtime
periods.
In front of a Parents' Day
Weekend crowd last Saturday, the
Stags held on for a crucial 1-0 win
against St. Peter's to finish their
MAAC season.
The Stags outplayed St.
Peter's for much of the contest
scoring on freshman Mark Porter's
first Fairfield goal assisted by
freshman Jesse Parker.
Novello made four saves
oi. the way to his third shutout of
the season.
McElderry was proud of
the Stags' effort this past week as
they tried to garner a spot in the
MAAC playoffs.
"We played great and
really came out hard," McElderry
said of the two very long and

competitive games. "We could
never relax with a two goal lead, so
we did well to play the full game."
Since head coach Dejan
Cokic resigned about three weeks
ago, the Stags are3-2-1.
"The team has responded
well," McElderry said. "They are
tough kids and some things are
beyond their control, so they had
no choice but to go on. We have
had ups and downs all season."
McElderry
cited
goalkeeper Novello as a player who
has definitely raised his game. After
struggling early, the junior now
has an overall GAA of 2.68 and an
even better 1.73 GAA in the
MAAC.
"He played his two best
games of the season this past week,"
McElderry said. "He played very
aggressively despite his hurt knee."
McElderry also noted the
defense as a whole, which has only

(Continued on p. 14)

Women's tennis knocks off
regional powers
Rick Thomson
Staff Writer
The Fairfield women's
tennis team continued their
winning ways this past week with
convincing victories over a strong
Holy Cross team and a win over a
tough Villanova squad from the
Big East Conference.
"The funny thing is, we
really weren't playing our best
tennis," Stags' head coach Jim
Giachino said. "The fact that we
can beat a Big East team when we
aren't even running on all cylinders
proves how solid we are."
Injuries to junior captain
Amy Hanson and sophomore
sensation Candice Srubar, coupled
with Dierdre Tindall's nagging
bronchitis kept the Stags from
playing at one-hundred percent. In
addition to the setbacks of these
important players, the team was
beginning to feel the effects of an
exhausting fall schedule that

(Continued on p. 14)
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Maybe it was because it was Parents' Weekend. Maybe it
was because there were monsoon-like conditions outside. Maybe it
was the students' way of shoving my cynical, jaded view of the world
back in my face by showing up. Then again, maybe not. Whatever the
reason, nearly every athletic event played last weekend was well
attended. In particular, the crowd at Midnight Madness, if not the
largest, was perhaps the rowdiest at Fairfield since I've been here. Is
this the beginning of a new, more spirited Fairfield or merely an
aberration that will soon disappear? I have no idea, but at least it made
for a couple of interesting days.
Quite a few people braved the unpleasant weather on Saturday
afternoon to watch both the men's and women's soccer games. Both
squads have had solid years, all things considered. The women still
have a chance for first place in the MAAC and have a definite shot at
winning the championship in a few weeks. The men have had a
difficult season to say the least, but have really come alive recently
under interim coach Jim McElderry and should qualify for the M AACs.
The main event of the weekend, however, was Midnight
Madness on Saturday night at, naturally, 10:30. After leaving the
empty Levee at 10:15, only a few people were headed toward Alumni
Hall and I expected the worst.
"I didn't know how it was going to turn out," women's
basketball head coach Dianne Nolan said. "But I've felt an extra
energy on campus all year, so I'm excited."
That extra energy was generated by the boisterous fan support
that reached its peak as the clock struck 12. Actually, much of the
energy came from Cablevision's Marc Robbins who apparently took
some kind of "upper" before speaking to the crowd. I don't recall ever
being in the presence of anyone more excited about anything than
Robbins was about the Stags. There is reason to be optimistic about the
teams, but after listening to Robbins, one might expect to then see the
greatest group of basketball talent ever assembled. When the teams did
start practice, they looked very good, but they are still the Stags.
Midnight was just the pinnacle of a well organized, well run
event. FUSA's Co- Directors of Athletics, Eric Roland and Matt
Pitucco were largely responsible forthe success of the event. ("Success"
and FUSA event in the same sentence, I guess things are changing.)
They introduced the idea to Fairfield when applying for their positions
last year and saw it come to fruition the next fall. That's not something
seen too often around here, but the two should have much more ahead.
As for the rest of the show, it had its ups and downs, like any
first run is supposed to.
On the positive side: 1. No one got hurt during the slam dunk
contest. 2. The women' s soccer team play ing in a shooting competition,
showing why they play soccer and not basketball. 3. The dance team
going nuts- although I did see a couple of parents pass out during their
routine. 4. Fr. Kelley stayed until well after midnight- way to go,
Padre! 5. The Stags themselves- Greg Francis and newcomer Didier
Boucard were dunking machines and Aaron Seymour was slamming
like a man possessed. For the women, the offense looked like they had
been together for weeks instead of minutes.
On the negative side: 1. That Robbins guy, with his "This is
the year of the Stag!" nonsense. Just relax, big fella, this ain't North
Carolina. 2. FUSA President Mark Reed winning the slam dunk
contest. A little obvious, isn't it, kids? 3. The cheerleaders. I just can't
believe that they ever set foot on the same floor together before
Saturday, let alone practiced. 4. The mascot game was funny, but it's
always depressing to see adults run around with stupid costumes on.
Tough to embellish that on your resume.
5. Can we get another faculty member besides Dr. Orman to take a few
shots?
Fairfield finally put a good show on for its athletic teams and
the kids went wild over it. Let's hope both continue and they didn't
burn themselves out.

Home Games:
Friday: Women's tennis vs. Columbia, 3 p.m.
Saturday: Women's soccer vs. Loyola, 12 noon
Sunday: Field hockey vs. Siena, 1 p.m.
Sunday: Volleyball vs. Loyola, 2 p.m.
Wednesday: Men's soccer vs. CCSU, 2 p.m.
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